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New Website!
 
Take a look at our new website, found at storypreservation.org. We’re excited to introduce our new home site that links viewers
through to all SPI projects. This is the place to find out about upcoming recordings, SPI events, and new initiatives.
 

Our Learning Lab Initiative 
 

We were bowled over by the success of our Learning Lab pilot projects that took place this
past winter / spring term in schools throughout New Hampshire.   SPI primary source audio
recordings coupled with project-based lesson plans resulted in increased student
engagement for learning that was fun, multi-disciplinary, and truly significant.

Schools involved in the winter term 2015 Learning Lab will be increasing their involvement
with Story Preservation and new schools are signing on.

Our Learning Lab project serves as a model for a nationwide initiative, to be launched in 2016.
 

Portrait of a Happy Camper

Meet Bobby Mass, an SPI Learning Lab Naturalist!  Bobby was just one of the students
involved in the Monadnock Regional Middle-High School Learning Lab program.  His 7th
grade class, headed by Literacy Specialist Jane Calnan, was introduced to SPI audio of noted
ornithologist and birdsong expert Donald Kroodsma.   The audio, along with more than 100
images of birds, donated to SPI by bird photographer John van de Graaf, served as the
engagement piece for this term-long pilot project. 

Birdfeeders were set up in the school courtyard.  The student’s assignment was to keep a
nature journal, in which they drew and identified the birds that they saw and engaged in
reflective writing.  Their observations were compiled and sent to the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology Project FeederWatch Program.  

The students also interviewed New Hampshire-based naturalist / wildlife photographer,
Rick Libbey.  (The picture of Bobby was taken during that interview session).  The learning that took place throughout the term was
broad and deep, ranging from writing and drawing to scientific observation, as well as research and interviewing skills.  Perhaps the
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pièce de résistance – the students designed a bird sanctuary and wrote a proposal to have it built.  They presented the proposal at a
meeting of the School Board.  It was unanimously approved.  Work begins this summer!
Photo © Story Preservation Initiative, 2015

Learning Lab Student Comments
"I think personally that this class is the greatest. I think this class is a wonderful idea and I don't want to stop doing this. This has made
me less bored during Intervention and Extension while learning things that inspire me to want to be a naturalist. I love this group and I
don't want it to end. I want to keep doing this and see how the bird sanctuary will turn out."

"The SPI Learning Lab Project was memorable because I was able to explore nature, physically and mentally. I loved how it was hands on
because I got to do all of the filling of bird feeders, making blueprints, and just being able to be with the birds."
 

Portrait of a Cool School

Teachers at Andover Elementary-Middle School in Andover, NH introduced students to WomensTrust Founder, Dana Dakin’s Story
Preservation Initiative audio oral history – and then instituted a school-wide (K-8) Power of One project.  The students were asked to
research people who, like Dana, have made a positive impact in the world – be it a school / a community / or a country. Lesson plans
were written for the 2nd and 7th grade projects.
 

The 7th grade students were asked
to identify a person from history
who made a “Power of One”
impact. They chose JFK. The
students researched his life and
accomplishments and then created
a Facebook page, as if they were
JFK. To complete the assignment,
among other things, they needed
to know his educational
background, family history, and his
accomplishments in office - and
write about these topics in the
first-person.  Competencies
developed included subject
mastery, writing, and technical
skills. 

Jane Slayton, AEMS principal
writes:
“I am excited that Andover

Elementary Middle School has become connected with the Learning Lab. Our use has been limited thus far but as a school we see great
potential in future use. We plan to continue to contribute but also take advantage of this rich and expanding resource.” 
Photo credit: Andrea Morales / Concord Monitor
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Portrait of a Dedicated Teacher

West High School History Teacher, Brad Morse was the first teacher to connect with Story Preservation Initiative, looking for a way to
bring primary source material into his classroom.

In his own words:

“History is best taught and learned by the telling of stories. 
By listening to the testimonials of people who lived through
the historical events and eras we study in class, students have
felt a direct relationship to those events in a way that is
otherwise difficult to achieve.  Whether it was Max
Ebel's account of being detained and interned here in America
as a German immigrant during World War II, Victor
Kumin's story of being a scientist on the Manhattan Project, or
Doug Anderson's wrenching description of the daily struggle
to stay alive during the Vietnam War, these personal stories
being told by the people who lived them is the "hook" that
history teachers are so often looking for.  I am so pleased to
be able to use these accounts in my American History class.” 
Image courtesy of Southern New Hampshire University.
 

Portrait of an Involved Community

Poet Wesley McNair and the Special Collections Library at Colby College, Waterville, Maine
Granted SPI Permission to Draw from Wes McNair’s Archive for Our Learning Lab Project.
Community support of school projects can make all the difference.  Case in point:
Students in Carrie Charette’s Creative Writing class at Franklin High School, Franklin NH
were introduced to the life and work of Maine Poet Laureate and the recipient of the 2015
Pen Award in Poetry, Wesley McNair via his SPI personal narrative.

In the recording, Wes detailed his life growing up under difficult family and financial
conditions in the Connecticut River Valley town of Claremont, NH, as well as his evolution
as a poet.
 
Their Learning Lab assignment, listen to the recording, view the accompanying archival

materials,  and read Wes’ memoir, The Words I Chose, as well as selected – and related poems.  Then, similar to what was presented,
they wrote autobiographical sketches of their lives on topics such as Love, Family, and Friendship.   The students then turned the prose
into poetry.  Their work was audio recorded and will be made available to teachers and students throughout the state of NH via the
Learning Lab site.  The project was so successful and the learning so deep, including significant social and emotional learning, that
Franklin will be adopting it as a school-wide project beginning in the fall.   
Pictured: Wes McNair’s work papers and recorded reading of his poem “Where I live.”
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Courtesy The Special Collection Library, Colby College, Waterville, Maine.
 

NH Department of Education Statewide Educators’ Conference
SPI, along with teachers who piloted the Learning Lab in their classrooms, will be presenting at the NH Educators
Statewide Conference at Keene State College, August 5 – 7.   We anticipate our partner schools to increase as a
result. Our list is already growing with more schools signing on! Interested?  Message us!
 

Harvard Club of NYC
As we pave the way to expand our work nationally, this September Story Preservation takes
it on the road to introduce our work to those in New York City with an interest in and desire
to support classroom innovation.  It promises to be an extraordinary evening with many of
those whose stories are in our collection present.

 

Ways of Giving
Story Preservation Initiative relies on the generosity of private donors to help us accomplish our
mission. We are a 501(c)(3) public charity so your contribution is tax deductible as allowed by law. We

place the highest priority on protecting the privacy of our donors. Make a donation today!
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